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Organizations We Suppport 
BREAST CANCER FUND:  Ocean Kayak is proud 
to promote women’s healthy, active lifestyles. One 
percent of the Caper Lady Angler and Venus’ gross 
sales is donated to the Breast Cancer Fund. 
 

WATERKEEPER ALLIANCE:  Ocean Kayak is proud 
to support the health of the environment and clean 
water. One percent of gross sales from recycled 
kayaks will be donated to Waterkeeper Alliance, 
dedicated to protecting water from polluters.
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SOME OF WHAT MAKES US UNIqUE
Tons Of Storage 
Our tank wells and large hatches offer storage for 
almost any kayak situation. If you need to pack a 
lunch, or pack a week’s worth of gear, we have a 
storage option for you.

Scupper Holes 
Scupper holes may be found in the cockpit, foot 
wells and tank well of the kayak. These holes are 
self-bailing which means any water coming over  
the deck of the kayak will automatically drain out. 

Ocean Kayak  
Performance Hulls 
Most of our sit-on-tops have a tri-form hull design 
with a built-in keel for easy tracking (traveling in a 
straight line) and two “shoulders” on either side for 
great initial and secondary stability. And Ocean 
Kayak hulls are designed to be extra strong through 
compound curves rather than sharp lines or heavy 
stiffeners, so they’re less prone to breakage.

Comfort PlusTM Seat Back 
All of our kayaks in the Sport Line and Sport Angler 
Line feature the Comfort Plus seat back. This 
upgraded seat back provides amazing support to your 
lower and mid-back. An uncomfortable hard plastic 
seat back, or no seat back at all, will be the difference 
between being on the water for 30 minutes versus 
being on the water for half the day or longer! The 
Comfort Plus is also completely adjustable to achieve 
maximum support for almost any body type.  
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WHY AN OCEAN KAYAK? 
In 1971 we originated sit-on-top kayaks as they’re known today. A lot 
has changed since then, and Ocean Kayak has not only been around 
longer than others to see those changes, we spear-headed most 
of them. Be it stackable hulls to save storage space, large hatch 
openings to help you stow gear or patented overlapping foot wells  
for maximum versatility, we have been innovating and inventing 
ways to improve your experience on the water. Having fun and 
being comfortable – that’s what it’s all about!

Why A Sit-On-Top? 
When you are in the market to purchase a kayak, the first question you may 
run into is “Do you want a traditional sea kayak or a sit-on-top kayak?”  Both 
are wonderful crafts, but a sit-on-top offers many advantages over a traditional 
sit-inside kayak. When the first sit-on-tops were unveiled several decades ago, 
many paddlers took to them immediately, finding these boats less confining than 
traditional decked kayaks. In addition, many paddlers like the fact that in the 
unlikely event the boat tips over, they can easily climb back on top. 
 

Today’s sit-on-tops are not only great for most traditional paddling situations, many 
paddlers swear by their sit-on-tops for fishing, surfing, exercise, touring or just 

having fun. And just because we’re “Ocean Kayak” doesn’t mean that you can 
only paddle in an ocean. Our kayaks are great for slow moving rivers (up to class II), 
ponds, lakes, bays and just about anywhere else you want to paddle. 
 
Need more reasons why sit-on-tops are the kayak of choice? Safety, stability, 
convenience, ease of use, nothing hemming your knees in and self bailing scupper 
holes. See for yourself how much fun a sit-on-top can be.

Scupper plugs are available as an accessory  
to plug up the holes, giving you a drier ride. 

And More! 
Our materials are low maintenance, repairable, 
recyclable and will last for many, many years if 
properly maintained. Ocean Kayak also water tests 
every kayak we make. This additional quality step 
helps to identify and prevent potential leak areas in 
your kayak. And if all that is not enough, we offer a 
three-year limited warranty on any manufacturing 
defects on all of our hulls.



SERIOUS FUN  
At Ocean Kayak we take our fun boats seriously. We bravely step 
outside of our cubicles to conduct hours of “field research” in search 
of ways to make our kayaks even better. Whether it’s by creating the 
ultimate comfort seating system, simplifying access to your gear or 
improving on design – our sit-on-tops are some of the best on the 
market. No wonder Ocean Kayak continues to be the World’s #1 Sit-
On-Top Kayak. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Please use caution when introducing kids to the sport of kayaking. Always wear a PFD.
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LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

11’ 2” | 3.4 m  
28” | 71.1 cm
45 lbs | 20.4 kg 
275-325 lbs | 124.7-147.7 kg

ABOUT: Tried and true, this kayak is great on flat water because of its 
molded-in keel, and it rides waves nicely due to its short length. Easy 
on your pocketbook too. Stable, maneuverable and versatile. A great 
choice for smaller to medium-build paddlers.
OPTIONS: Up to two round Gaspachi hatches (bow, center)

Molded-in seat well, tank well with bungee, molded-in foot wells.FEATURES 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

8’ 11”  |  2.5 m  
24.5”  |  62.2 cm
30 lbs  |  13.6 kg 
130-150 lbs  |  59.1-68 kg

ABOUT: If you have kids that want to paddle, check out the Kea. 
Specifically designed for children, this kayak is a scaled down version 
of our popular Scrambler. Compact and lightweight enough to toss in 
the back of a van or station wagon, this kayak is the perfect starter. 

Includes kid’s paddle, molded-in seat back, molded-in tank well, molded-in 
bottle holder, molded-in carrying handles, molded-in foot wells, gear strap.

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

8’  |  2.4 m  
30”  |  76.2 cm
40 lbs  |  18.1 kg 
225-240 lbs  |  102-108.9 kg

ABOUT: A long-time favorite of surf kayakers, this maneuverable, 
forgiving and fun kayak is a great beach toy. On calm water it’s a stable 
sit-on-top perfect for family fun. On surf it’s a blast. An affordable 
choice for beginning surf kayakers or recreational paddlers.

Molded-in seat well, gear strap, molded-in cup holder, molded-in carrying handles, molded-in foot wells.

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

9’  |  2.7 m  
31”  |  78.7 cm
43 lbs  |  19.5 kg 
275-325 lbs  |  124.7-147.7 kg

ABOUT: Are you looking for compact, affordable fun for everyone in 
the family? Take a look at the Frenzy. The Frenzy features a roomy seat 
well, large tank well and tons of stability! It’s the kayak that people keep 
for a lifetime. Compact and fun. Forgiving in the surf, riding waves or 
paddling calm waters. What’s not to love?
OPTIONS: 6” hatch with cat bag (center)

Molded-in seat well, tank well with bungee, molded-in cup holder, molded-in foot wells.

FEATURES 

FEATURES 

FEATURES 

SCRAMBLER®

KEA™

YAK BOARD™

FRENZY™

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

9’ 8”  |  2.9 m  
34”  |  86.4 cm
47 lbs  |  21.3 kg 
250-300 lbs  |  113.4-136.1 kg

ABOUT: If you’re looking for big fun in a compact kayak – check out the 
Big Yak. Responsive and stable, the Big Yak is playful in the surf, but 
behaves well on flat water.
OPTIONS: 6” hatch with cat bag (center)

Molded-in seat well, tank well with gear straps, molded-in cup holder. FEATURES

BIG YAK™
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SPORT LINE TANDEMS

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

13’ 4”  |  4.1 m  
34”  |  86.4 cm
61 lbs  |  27.7 kg 
450-500 lbs  |  204.1-226.8 kg

ABOUT: Our most popular model – built for family fun. This stable 
and versatile kayak is slightly larger that the classic Malibu Two, but 
still features seating for one, two or two plus a small child or pet. It 
handles a wide variety of water conditions with ease.
OPTIONS: Up to two round Gaspachi hatches (bow, stern), oval cross 
lock hatch (center)

Two Comfort Plus seat backs, paddle keepers, side-mounted carrying handles, 
patented overlapping foot wells, deck bungee.

FEATURES 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

11’ 11”  |  3.7 m  
34”  |  86.4 cm
61 lbs  |  27.7 kg 
400-450 lbs  |  181.4-204.1 kg

ABOUT: Go ahead, take a peek! The Peekaboo’s unique design includes 
a large viewing window so you can see underwater while you paddle. 
Perfect for family fun, the Peekaboo features a kid’s jump seat so you 
can share the view.
OPTIONS: 6” Cam-Lock hatch (bow)

Large leak proof viewing window, Comfort Plus seat back, kid’s jump seat, 
oversized tank well, molded-in cup holder, molded-in water bottle holders, 
transducer compatible scupper for a fish finder, built-in ergonomic handles.

FEATURES 

Design Pat. No. 377,473 | Utility Pat. No. 5,964,177 
Utility Pat. No. 6,152,063 | Utility Pat. No. 6,175,912 B1

Design Pat. No. 377,473   | Utility Pat. No. 5,964,177 
Utility Pat. No. 6,152,063   | Utility Pat. No. 6,175,912 B1

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

12’  |  3.7 m  
34”  |  86.4 cm
58 lbs  |  26.3 kg 
375-425 lbs  |  170.1-192.8 kg

ABOUT: The most compact, lightweight, tandem sit-on-top sold. 
Designed for affordable family adventure in a variety of water 
conditions. Stable and versatile with patented seating for one or  
two, plus a small child or pet. 
OPTIONS: Up to three round Gaspachi hatches (bow, center, stern)

Three molded-in seat wells, gear straps, patented overlapping foot wells.FEATURES 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

16’ 4.5” |   5 m  
30.5” |  77.4 cm
70 lbs  |  31.7 kg 
500-600 lbs | 226.8-272.2 kg

ABOUT: Rated one of the fastest sit-on-top tandems on the market, 
it’s perfect for a day trek or weekend adventure. Load it up! The Zest 
has tons of storage!  
OPTIONS: Up to two oval hatches, up to three 6” hatches with cat 
bags, rudder system

Two molded-in seat wells, oversized tank well with bungee, molded-in cup holders, deck bungee.FEATURES 

MALIBU TWO™ 
TANDEM

ZEST TWO ExP™ 
TANDEM

MALIBU TWO xL™ 
TANDEM

PEEKABOO™  
WITh jUMP SEAT

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

9’ 9” | 3.0 m  
31” | 78.7 cm
43 lbs | 19.5 kg 
275-325 lbs | 124.7-147.4 kg

ABOUT: A sleek and sexy design, this kayak is like a sports car in the surf. Designed 
specifically to conquer the waves, the Mysto is extremely fun for beginning to 
intermediate kayak surfers.  But don’t be surprised at how well the Mysto performs 
on flat water! This compact yet versatile kayak provides affordable fun for everyone. 
OPTIONS: 6” hatch

Comfort Plus seat back, small tank well area for above deck storage, built-in 
easy lift carrying handles, molded-in cup holder, paddle keeper.

FEATURES 

 MYSTO™ 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

 14’ 9”  |  4.5 m 
26”  |  66 cm 
55 lbs  |  25 kg 
 350-400 lbs  |  158.8-181.4 kg 

ABOUT: Back by popular demand, the Scupper Pro is one of the long time Ocean Kayak 
favorites. At over 14’ long, this sleek kayak is perfect for small to medium build paddlers 
looking to get performance in a touring style sit-on-top. The Scupper Pro features a large 
bow hatch and a roomy tank well.  This kayak is a great choice for touring or kayak fishing. 
OPTIONS: 6” center hatch with cat bag

Molded-in seat well, large bow hatch, oversized tank well with bungee, 
molded-in cup holder, compass mount area, molded-in foot wells.

FEATURES 

SCUPPER PRO TW™

neW



SPORT LINE SINGLES
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LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

9’ 10”  |  2.8 m  
28”  |  71.1 cm
34 lbs  |  15.4 kg 
160-175 lbs  |  72.6-79.4 kg

ABOUT:  Designed by women (and one cool guy), it’s a super lightweight 
kayak with a car topping handle system that lets you load up and head 
home without help! Perfect for smaller paddlers looking for a craft 
that was designed just for them.
OPTIONS: 6” hatch with cat bag (center)

Lightweight, Comfort Plus seat back, tank well with bungee, car-topping 
handle system.
Also available in indigo and fuchsia.

FEATURES 

COLORS

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

10’ 8”  |  3.3 m  
28.5”  |  72.4 cm
40 lbs  |  18.1 kg 
200-225 lbs  |  90.7-102 kg

ABOUT: A higher volume version of the popular Venus 10, the Venus 11 is 
lightweight, stable and easy to transport. A comfortable cockpit with a 
roomy seat well designed to accommodate a female’s center of gravity. The 
Venus 11 is a great choice for the woman who doesn’t like “one-size fits all.”
OPTIONS: Large bow hatch with neoprene cover

Lightweight, Comfort Plus seat back, 6” Cam Lock hatch with storage 
bucket, tank well with bungee, molded-in cup holder, paddle keeper,  
car-topping handle system.
Also available in indigo and fuchsia.

FEATURES 

COLORS

COLORS:

WATER:

sunrise

sky

flat water

moderate 
swells & waves

slow moving  
rivers

red

mango

yellow

lime

indigo
women’s only

fuchsia
women’s only

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

11’  |  3.3 m  
31”  |  78.7 cm
45 lbs  |  20.4 kg 
275-325 lbs  |  124.7-147.7 kg

ABOUT: The Caper is a compact sea kayak. This high volume kayak 
features stability, storage options and a performance hull, all rolled up 
into a 45 lb. kayak. Don’t let the size fool you – the Caper delivers big 
fun. Also available in Angler Edition.
OPTIONS: 6” hatch with cat bag (center)

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch, tank well with bungee, paddle 
keepers, cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles.

FEATURES 

VENUS 10™

VENUS 11™

CAPER™ 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP. 

COLOR

ABOUT: The same great features and specs as the 
standard model, but this one is made with 100% 
post-industrial plastic. have fun on the water while 
paddling an environmentally friendly kayak. 

FEATURES: Comfort Plus seat back, 6” Cam Lock hatch with storage bucket, oversized tank 
well with bungee, paddle keepers, molded-in cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles.
OPTIONS: Oval Cross Lock hatch (bow)

SCRAMBLER® 11

SCRAMBLER® 11  
RECYCLED

ABOUT: Take the popular Frenzy and stretch it. 
The (new) Scrambler 11 is extremely stable and 
maneuverable. This kayak is the perfect choice for 
the paddler who may want to surf a little, fish a little 
or just cruise around.

11’ 6.5”  |  3.6 m  
29.5”  |  74.9 cm
49 lbs  |  22.2 kg 
300-350 lbs  |  136.1-158.8 kg
Scrambler 11 Recycled is 
available only in eco green.

6” Cam Lock Hatch System 
The 6” Cam Lock hatch system is standard on some Ocean Kayaks, but can also be installed 
in the same area you would install an optional 6” hatch with cat bag. The easy to open toggle 
makes storage in the cavity of your boat easy.

Cross Lock™ Hatch 
The Cross Lock hatch (10.5” x 17.25”) is featured on the Prowler Trident 11, 13 and 15 models and 
Malibu Two xL Angler. It is optional on the Scrambler 11 (bow) and the Malibu Two xL (center). 
The easy to open Cross Lock buckle makes getting into the hatch a breeze. 

Comfort Plus™ Seat Back 
Included on every kayak in the Sport Line and Sport Angler Line, the Comfort Plus seat back 
offers couch-like comfort on the water. Extra foam padding provides the ultimate in comfort 
and support, while the 4-way adjustability provides a custom fit for almost any body type.

Comfort Plus™ Seat Back Features: 
• Extra foam padding for ultimate comfort  
• Durable, UV resistant nylon pack cloth  
• Reinforced stays for durable seat construction 
• 4-way adjustability for a custom fit for almost any body type 
• Reflective logos that illuminate in the dark after exposure to sunlight  
• Solid brass clips with stainless steel springs –  easy to clip on your kayak

SELECTED OCEAN KAYAK FEATURES
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LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

13’ 4”  |   4.1 m  
28”  |  71.1 cm
54 lbs  |  24.5 kg 
400-450 lbs  |  181.4-204.1 kg

ABOUT: Don’t be fooled by sit-on-tops, the Prowler 13 performs like a 
sea kayak. At just over 13 feet, the Prowler tracks well, yet it can easily 
maneuver through tight spots. A great choice for recreational paddlers 
 who want performance from a sit-on-top kayak. Also available in an 
Angler Edition.
OPTIONS: Rudder system

Comfort Plus seat back, 6” Cam Lock hatch with storage bucket, large bow hatch, oversized tank 
well with bungee, paddle keepers, molded-in cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles.

FEATURES 

PROWLER 13™ 

PROWLER 
TRIDENT 11™

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

 11’ 5”  |  3.5 m
30.5”  |  77.5 cm 
54 lbs  |  24.5 kg 
350-400 lbs  |  158.8-181.4 kg

ABOUT: The smallest in our Trident line, this kayak really packs a punch.  At 
11’ this kayak blends stability with a considerable weight capacity which most 
kayaks at this length can’t claim.  The Trident 11 features a bow hatch, large tank 
well and roomy cockpit.  The adjustable foot braces fit most leg lengths and 
allow you to ride with ease – a great choice for inland waters, slow moving rivers 
and moderate ocean swells. Also available in an Angler Edition
OPTIONS: Rudder system, Rod Pod hatch

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with easy to open Cross Lock buckles, oversize tank well 
with bungee, paddle keepers, molded-in cup holder, adjustable foot braces, transducer compatible 
scupper, side-mounted carrying handles.

FEATURES 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

15’ 7.5” | 4.8 m  
29” | 73.7 cm
60 lbs | 27.2 kg 
500-550 lbs | 226.8-249.5 kg

ABOUT: The longest of the Trident family, this kayak can cover some 
distance with speed. If you’re looking to get the most performance from 
a kayak hull, consider the Trident 15. Sleek, efficient and stealthy on the 
water, this kayak is unlike anything else out there. We didn’t name if 
after the sea king for nothing. Also available in an Angler Edition.
OPTIONS: Rudder system, Rod Pod hatch

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with easy to open Cross Lock buckle, oversized tank well 
with bungee, Sonar Shield, paddle keepers, molded-in cup holder, transducer compatible scupper, 
side-mounted carrying handles, reflective deck rigging.

FEATURES 

PROWLER  
TRIDENT 15™ 

  PROWLER  
TRIDENT 13™

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

13’ 6”  |  4.1 m 
29.5”   |  74.9 cm 
60 lbs  |  27.2 kg 
425-475 lbs  |  192.8-215.5 kg

ABOUT: The Trident 13 has hit the perfect balance of speed, maneuverability, 
performance and stability.  The comfortable Comfort Plus seat back, combined with the 
adjustable foot braces allows almost any paddler to hit their comfort zone in stride.  The 
Trident 13 performs well in almost any water application, but you’ll notice the superb 
performance in breaking surf and rough seas. Also available in an Angler Edition.
OPTIONS: Rudder system, Rod Pod hatch

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with easy to open Cross Lock buckles, oversize tank well with 
bungee, paddle keepers, Sonar Shield, adjustable foot braces, transducer compatible scupper, molded-in 
cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles, reflective deck rigging.

FEATURES 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

12’ 9”  |  3.9 m  
34”  |  86.4 cm
69 lbs  |  31.3 kg 
550-600 lbs  |  249.5-272.1 kg

ABOUT: The Big Game is for the BIG guy. Looking for stability and 
high volume? This is the boat for you. The Big Game can handle large 
loads in big water or flat water. Also available in an Angler Edition.
OPTIONS: Large square hatch (center), rudder system

FEATURES Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch, oversized tank well, paddle keepers, cockpit tray with 
molded-in cup holder, transducer compatible scupper, adjustable foot braces, side-mounted  
carrying handles.

PROWLER BIG GAME™

neW

neW
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OUTFITTING YOUR FISHING KAYAK
Net
Tackle Box
Comfort Deluxe Seat Back
Paddle Keeper
humminbird® Fish Finder 
(not shown)

Triple Rod holder
Bow hatch
AnchorTrolley System
Bait Tank / Live Well
Flush Mounted Rod holder
Angler Graphics
Reflective Deck Rigging
Carrying handle
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AND THEN THERE’S FISHING neW

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

11’ | 3.3 m  
31” | 78.7 cm
45 lbs | 20.4 kg 
275-325 lbs | 124.7-147.7 kg

ABOUT: Ladies, this one is for you. A kayak built for 
women who like to fish. Compact and easy to move off 
and on the water, the Caper Lady Angler excels in ocean 
swells, yet tracks well on flat water.  
COLORS: Indigo and fuchsia only.

OPTIONS: 6” hatch with cat bag (center)
FEATURES Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch, tank well with bungee, paddle keepers, 
molded-in cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles, flush mounted rod holders, small tackle box. 

CAPER™ ANGLER 

PROWLER BIG GAME™ 
ANGLER

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

12’ 9” | 3.9 m  
34” | 86.4 cm
69 lbs | 31.3 kg 
550-600 lbs | 249.5-272.1 kg

ABOUT: With a wider seat well, comfortable seat back and stern 
stingers to carry volume in the rear of the boat, the Prowler Big 
Game is BIG on stability and comfort. Plenty of storage space and 
a redesigned drainage system for a drier ride, make the Big Game 
perfect for going after the “big one.”
OPTIONS: Large square hatch (center), rudder system

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with battery storage, oversized tank well with bungee, cock-
pit tray and cover, paddle keepers, molded-in cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles, adjustable 
foot braces, flush mounted rod holders, small tackle box.

FEATURES 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

ABOUT: A compact, feature-packed kayak designed for fishing. The 
Trident 11 is perfect for anglers who are looking for maneuverability over 
covering long distances in their quest for finding a honey hole. The Trident 
11 Angler features two flush mounted rod holders, adjustable foot braces, 
the convenient Rod Pod hatch, a battery bag and if that’s not enough this 
boat can be outfitted with an optional rudder system.   
OPTIONS: Rudder system

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with easy to open Cross Lock buckles, oversize tank well 
with bungee, paddle keepers, battery bag, Rod Pod, adjustable foot braces, transducer compatible 
scupper, molded-in cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles, flush mounted rod holders, small 
tackle box, reflective deck rigging.

FEATURES 

  PROWLER TRIDENT 11™ 
ANGLER 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

ABOUT: A scaled down version of our popular Trident 15 Angler.  The 
Trident 13 Angler has many of the same features including two flush 
mounted rod holders, extra large tank well, adjustable foot pegs, Rod 
Pod, Sonar Shield, battery bag and optional rudder system.  It won’t 
take long before the Trident 13 will become just as important as your 
bait and tackle when you’re after the big catch of the day.  
OPTIONS: Rudder system

FEATURES Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with easy to open Cross Lock buckles, oversize tank well 
with bungee, paddle keepers, battery bag, Rod Pod, Sonar Shield, adjustable foot braces, transducer 
compatible scupper, molded-in cup holder, side-mounted carrying handles, flush mounted rod 
holders, small tackle box, reflective deck rigging.

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

15’ 7.5” | 4.8 m  
29” | 73.7 cm
60 lbs | 27.2 kg 
500-550 lbs | 226.8-249.5 kg

ABOUT: Angler alert! We flew in professional kayak anglers from 
all over the world and asked for their wish list. The results are in. 
Featuring the couch-like Comfort Plus seat back, Rod Pod, Sonar 
Shield, battery bag and more, the Prowler Trident 15 is ThE choice 
of professional kayak anglers.
OPTIONS: Rudder system

Comfort Plus seat back, large bow hatch with Cross Lock, oversized tank well with bungee, paddle 
keepers, battery bag, Rod Pod, Sonar Shield, transducer compatible scupper, molded-in cup holder, 
side-mounted carrying handles, flush mounted rod holders, small tackle box, reflective deck rigging.

FEATURES 

  PROWLER TRIDENT 13™   
ANGLER

PROWLER TRIDENT 15™  
ANGLER

11’ 5”  |  3.5 m 
30.5”  |  77.5 cm 
54 lbs  |  24.5 kg 
350-400 lbs  |  158.8-181.4 kg

13’ 6”  |  4.1 m 
29.5”  |  74.9 cm 
60 lbs  |  27.2 kg 
425-475 lbs  |  192.8-215.5 kg 

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

ABOUT: The Malibu Two xL Angler is one of the first tandem sit-on-
tops specifically set up for kayak fishing. Over 450 lbs. of capacity 
plus great stability adds up to a great choice for two anglers and their 
gear. Perfect for dads (and moms) who want to introduce the sport of 
fishing to their kids. You’ll never want to fish alone again.   
OPTIONS: Up to two round Gaspachi hatches (bow, stern) 

FEATURES

 

Two Comfort Plus seat backs that can easily be repositioned to face each other, center hatch with 
easy to open Cross Lock buckle, paddle keepers, deck bungee, four deck mounts, rod holders, small 
tackle box, available in heavy lay up only. 

13’ 4” | 4.1 m  
34” | 86.4 cm
67 lbs | 30.3 kg 
450-500 lbs | 204.1-226.8 kg

CAPER™ LADY ANGLER 

ABOUT: Throw it in the back of your pickup and head to 
your favorite fishing spot. The Caper is the ideal compact 
kayak to take you to that sweet fishing spot or remote 
campsite. Stable and easy to maneuver, it features a large 
bow hatch, comfortable seat back and more.

ANGLER FEATURES
TRANSDUCER COMPATIBLE SCUPPER   
A transducer compatible scupper is an  enlarged scupper molded into our Prowler Trident line. This scupper has been 
specially modified to accommodate a transducer.

ROD POD™ 
This unique hatch is featured on the Prowler Trident Angler versions. The Rod Pod hatch system provides easy access to your 
fishing rods while you are seated in the boat. It also features a moveable storage tray that can slide fore and aft.

SONAR ShIELD™ 
This storage compartment is featured on the Prowler Tridents. Store your fish finder under the shield to protect it during transit or 
through the waves. Pop up the fish finder and use the shield to reduce the glare of sunlight for an easier screen reading.

BATTERY ShELF/BAG 
Our Prowler Trident Angler line features a battery shelf/bag found just inside the bow hatch. This storage system is designed 
to conveniently house the battery of your fish finder.

MALIBOU TWO xL™ 
ANGLER TANDEM

indigo
(Lady Angler)

fuchsia
(Lady Angler)

More and more anglers are using sit-on-top kayaks to land the big one. 
Ocean Kayak has become one of the most popular fishing kayaks in the 
world. Why? We offer larger tank wells for storage, comfortable seating, 
large, roomy hatches and plenty of deck space to mount fish finders, rod 
holders and everything else you need for fishing fun.

If you’re after some really big fish, don’t let the Ocean Kayak Angler Editions 
get away. These kayaks are enhanced just for fishing with special features in-
cluding angler graphics, flush mounted rod holders and more! Ocean Kayak’s 
stable and efficient designs are perfect for landing the big one!

mango

neW



CLASSIC LINE ANGLERS

For wearable gear and other ocean Kayak branded items, please visit our website at: oceankayak.com.  
For additional paddling accessories please visit our family of websites: carlislepaddles.com, lendal.com or extrasport.com.

ROUND GASPAChI® hATCh

This 8” hatch fits theMalibu Two (bow, center  
and stern), Malibu Two xL (bow and stern) and  
the Scrambler (bow and center).

SCREW-IN hATCh WITh CAT BAG

This 6” screw-in hatch is designed to fit on the Frenzy, 
Venus 10, Zest Two ExP, Drifter, Caper, Big Yak, 
Scupper Pro TW, Mysto and Peekaboo.

OVAL GASPAChI® hATCh

This 10” x 8” hatch fits the Scrambler xT (bow),  
and Zest Two ExP (center and stern).

VENUS 11 hATCh

This 11.25” x 18.25” hatch fits the Venus 11 (bow). 
Includes water resistant neoprene cover.

PRO hATCh

This 12” x 22” hatch fits the bow position on the  
Caper, Drifter, Prowler Trident and Scupper Pro 
TW. Includes straps, buckles & Trim Lok.

PROWLER BIG GAME hATCh

This 16” x 12” hatch fits the center position  
for the Prowler Big Game.

COMFORT PLUS™ SEAT BACK

Adjustable seat back for comfort and support.

COMFORT™– IMprOvEd!
A well-priced back band that provides solid 
lumbar support.

COMFORT PRO™
A cushy backrest with a cushioned seat pad for 
comfort and a drier ride. Durable foam-injected 
design provides sturdy support.

COMFORT DELUxE™
Plush! This backrest is all about comfort and 
support. Featuring 1” padding, front clips for 
use as a camp chair away from the boat and 
accessory options (see below).

COMFORT DELUxE™ & ACCESSORY PACK

Seat back & attachments including utility  
pack, six can cooler bag, hydration pack and 
dual rod holders. See photos of accessory 
attachments below.

hydration  
Pack

Dual Rod 
holder

Insulated 
Cooler Bag

Utility 
Pack

ACCESSORY OPTIONS for the 
COMFORT DELUxE™

Four attachments to customize your Comfort 
Deluxe backrest. Including a utility pack for 
extra storage, a six can cooler bag, dual rod 
holders and a hydration pack.

SCUPPER STOPPERS

Use to keep excess water out of the cockpit  
of your sit-on-top. Two per pack. Available  
in x-small, small, medium and large. Go to  
oceankayak.com for model specific size chart.

RUDDER KITS

A rudder will enhance your ability to paddle 
straight, especially in strong winds or currents. 

FITS: Drifter, Prowler 13, Prowler Trident 11, 13 & 15, 
Prowler Big Game and Zest Two ExP.

CROSS LOCK™ hATCh

This Cross Lock hatch fits the Scrambler 11 (bow), 
and Malibu Two xL (center) and the Trident 11, 13, & 15. 
It features the easy to open Cross Lock system.

6” CAM LOCK hATCh

6” hatch with toggle lift. Fits the Frenzy, Venus 
10, Zest Two ExP, Drifter, Caper, Big Yak, Mysto 
and Peekaboo.

ACCESSORIES

�� �� ��

COLORS:

WATER:

yellow

flat water

moderate 
swells & waves

slow moving  
rivers

12’ | 3.7 m  
29” | 73.7 cm
51 lbs | 23.1 kg 
300-350 lbs | 136.1-158.8 kg

ABOUT: The Scrambler xT has been a popular choice for over a decade. 
The low seat well makes it extremely stable in flat water or surf. It 
features a bow hatch and two rod holders. The perfect choice for an 
affordable kayak for fishing.

Molded-in seat well, oval bow hatch, tank well with bungee, molded-in cup holder, flush mounted rod holders.

ABOUT: Catch the big one with more cockpit room and weight capacity 
than most single kayaks on the market. Extremely stable with plenty 
of room for heaps of gear and all kinds of inventive storage features.
OPTIONS: 6” hatch with cat bag (center), rudder system

Molded-in seat well, large bow hatch, tank well with bungee, molded-in cup holder, flush mounted rod holders.

12’ 7” | 3.9 m  
32.5” | 82.5 cm
56 lbs | 25.4 kg 
450-500 lbs | 204.1-226.8 kg

13’ 4” | 4.1 m  
28” | 71.1 cm
54 lbs | 24.5 kg 
400-450 lbs | 181.4-204.1 kg

ABOUT: One of the most popular angler kayaks on the market, the 
Prowler 13 combines performance with features. A large bow hatch, 
an oversized tank well and several places to mount fishing gear, the 
Prowler 13 was designed to produce results.
OPTIONS: Rudder system

Molded-in seat well, large bow hatch, 6” Cam Lock hatch with storage bucket, oversized tank 
well with bungee, paddle keepers, molded-in cup holder, flush mounted rod holders, transducer 
compatible scupper, deck bungee.

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

ABOUT: Anglers, if you are looking for big volume in a compact kayak 
at an affordable price, take a look at the Big Yak Angler. Equipped 
with two flush mounted rod holders this Yak is extremely stable for 
landing the big one.  Easy to maneuver on and off the water, the Big 
Yak Angler is a fun choice for a weekend on the water. 
OPTIONS: 6” center hatch with cat bag

FEATURES Molded-in seat well, tank well with gear straps, molded-in cup holder, 
molded-in small tackle box area, flush mounted rod holders.

9’ 8”  |  2.9 m 
34”  |  86.4 cm 
47 lbs  |  21.3 kg 
250-300 lbs  |  113.4-136.1 kg

SEAT BACKS  (colors as shown) hATChES

MISCELLANEOUS (colors as shown)

DRIFTER™ ANGLER 

BIG YAK™ ANGLER

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

FEATURES 

SCRAMBLER® xT    
ANGLER

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

FEATURES 

PROWLER 13™ ANGLER

LENGTH
WIDTH

WEIGHT
MAX CAP.

FEATURES 




